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1. Introduction 
After Gromov discovery of the existence of exotic symplectic structures on IW2n one 
important problem has been the understanding of the standard symplectic structure 
itself. McDuff proved (in [5,6]) a gl o a version of the Darboux Theorem which states b 1 
that 
Theorem 1.1. The Kiihler form w on a simply connected complete Kiihler 2n- 
dimensional manifold P of non-positive sectional curvature is difleomorphic to the 
standard symplectic form wg on R2n. 
This means in particular that the symplectic structure on a Hermitian symmetric 
space of non-compact type is standard. She also showed that 
Theorem 1.2. If L is a totally geodesic connected properly embedded Lagrangian 
submanifold of such a manifold P, then P is symplectomorphic to the cotangent bundle 
T*L with its usual symplectic structure. 
Recall that a submanifold Q of P is said to be symplecticif w restricts to a symplectic 
form on Q and is said to be isotropic if the restriction of w to Q is identically zero. 
In the complex hyperbolic space CiP of complex dimension n, the complex hyperbolic 
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subspaces UHIi, 0 < i < n, are examples of totally geodesic symplectic submanifolds 
and the real hyperbolic subspaces Wmi, 0 < i .$ n, are examples of totally geodesic 
isotropic submanifolds. 
If we assume that Q is a totally geodesic connected properly embedded submanifold 
of (P,w) we have 
Theorem 1.3. The symplectomorphism constructed by McDu. takes a totally ge& 
desic complex submanifold & into a complex linear subspace of iR2n. 
A simple example shows that this is no longer true when Q is isotropic. Nevertheless, 
we prove 
Theorem 1.4. 1f Q is isotropic of dimension k, then (P, &,w) is symplectomorphic 
to (R2n, R’, wo), where R k is an isotropic linear subspace of IR2n. 
Observe that Theorem 1.4 can be viewed as a natural extension of the extreme 
cases considered by McDuff: the dimension of & is zero (Q is a point) or maximal 
(Q is Lagrangian). For th e proof we use a result proved in [3] which involves the 
understanding of the local structure of a Liouville vector field [ which vanishes on an 
isotropic submanifold Q. 
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2. The symplectic case 
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3. Namely: if Q a is complex (there- 
fore symplectic) submanifold of dimension 2k then (P, Q, U) is symplectomorphic to 
(R 2n, IR21c,wu), where lR2” is a symplectic linear subspace of R2”. For this purpose we 
sketch 
McDufs’s symplectomorphism: Pick a point z. in Q c P and let p(x) be the distance 
from z to ~0. Denote by J both the almost complex structure on P, which comes from its 
complex manifold structure, as well as the dual endomorphism on l-forms. Let -wp = 
d(Jdp2) be the exterior differential of the image by J of the differential of the function 
p2. For example if x = (xl, . . . , cc,, ~1, . . . , yn) and x0 = 0 then p2(x) = X:=1 $ + $ 
and J(dp2(x)) = X:=1 2y; dx; - 2xi dy; therefore d(Jdp2) = -4 Cy=“=, dx; A dy;. By 
using a Hessian comparison theorem for manifolds of non-positive curvature McDuff 
shows that the 2-form wp = -dJdp2 is symplectic and that G, > 4G, where G, is 
the Levi form G,(X,Y) = wp(X, JY) and G is the original Kahler metric. Applying 
Moser’s method (see [7,11]) to the family of forms rt = tw + (1 - t)w, 0 < t < 1, 
she shows that (P, w) is symplectomorphic to (P, wp). In Proposition 2.3 we will prove 
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that this diffeomorphism, which we call @I, preserves Q. Then McDuff constructs 
a symplectomorphism @2 from (P,wp) to (IW2n, wn). To do this, she shows that the 
Liouville vector field .$ defined by & J wp = -Jdp2 is diffeomorphic to the radial 
vector field ,$‘n on ~~~ given in polar coordinates by $rd/dr. Further this diffeomorphism 
takes wp to a symplectic form which is linearly diffeomorphic to we. In Proposition 2.4 
we show that & is tangent to Q. Consequently $2 takes Q into a symplectic linear 
subspace of IW2n, which we may clearly suppose to be Iw2’. 
Recall that the orthogonal space to the tangent space of Q with respect to a form 
R, at each point 4 in Q is defined to be 
(T,Q)‘” = {U E T,P : R(v,w) = 0 VW E T,Q}. 
We need the following 
Lemma 2.1. For every vector v orthogonal to TqQ with respect to the metric G we 
have v(p”) = dp2(v) = 0. 
Proof. Let y be a smooth curve through q tangent to v, i.e. y : (--E,E) + P is a 
smooth map such that y(O) = q and +(O) = v, where v I T,Q. By the proof of 
Toponogov’s theorem [l], p2(r(0)) h as a critical point at t = 0, namely a minimum. 
Therefore dp2(v) = d/dtp2(y(t))]t=n = 0. q 
Denote by 6 the Levi-Civita connection on P, by V the induced connection on the 
submanifold Q, furthermore let (X, Y) be the metric G(X,Y) and (X, Y)p be the 
metric G, = w,,(X, JY). 
In order to prove that the diffeomorphisms @r and !32 preserve the submanifold Q 
we show 
Proposition 2.2. The w- and w,-orthogonal spaces to the tangent space TgQ are equal 
at each point q of Q, i.e. (T,Q)lW = (T,Q)lWo. 
Proof. Let Y be a vector in TsQLw and let X be a vector in T,Q, i.e. Y and X are 
such that w(X, Y) = 0. Extend them in a neighborhood of q in P. Then dJdp2(X, Y) = 
X(Jdp2(Y)) - Y(Jdp2(X)) - Jdp2[X,Y]. 
But Jdp2(Y) = dp2(JY) = 0 since Y E (TqQ)lw if and only if JY is G-orthogonal 
to T,Q. Furthermore, since V is torsion free -J[X,Y] = -JQxY + J’?yX and 
Y(JX(p2)) = -JX(Yp2) - [Y, JX]p2. But Y(p”) = 0 since Y is also G-orthogonal 
to T,Q. Therefore 
dJdp2(X, Y) = -[Y, JX]p2 - (J[X, Y])p2 
= -(dy JX)p2 + (%xY)p2 - (JqxY)p2 + (JvyX)p2. 
Because P is Kahler the almost complex structure J is parallel with respect to the 
connection 6. Thus we obtain 
dJdp2(X, Y) = (eJxY)p2 - J(oxY)p2. 
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Now let 2 be a vector field tangent to Q, then (Y, 2) = 0, so that X(Y,Z) = 0. 
Therefore 
- (QXY, 2) = (Y,exz) = (Y,VxZ) = 0. 
The second equality holds because the second fundamental form s(X, 2) = V7x.Z - 
VxZ of Q is identically zero since & is totally geodesic submanifold and the third 
because VxZ is tangent to Q. Since Q is a complex submanifold, JX is also tangent 
to Q. Analogously we get (VJXY, 2) = 0. S ince Z was arbitrary we have that the 
vectors VxY and VJXY are orthogonal to TQ with respect to the metric. Therefore 
(VJXY)$ = d$(V7JXY) = 0 and (VxY)p” = dp2(VxY) = 0. Hence wp(X,Y) = 
-dJdp2(X,Y) = 0. 0 
McDuff applies Moser’s method to the family of symplectic forms rt = tw+ (1 -t)w,, 
0 < t < 1, to construct the diffeomorphism @i such that @Tu = wp. In her proof she 
shows that the family of vector fields ut that the method provides is complete with 
respect to the metric G. Here she used the fact that the curvature is nonpositive. 
Proposition 2.3. The difleomorphism @I preserves the totally geodesic complex sub 
manifold Q. 
Proof. It suffices to check that the family of vector fields ut is tangent to Q. The it are 
defined by the equation ut A rt = -/3 where p is some l-form which satisfies it = d,B, 
where it denotes d r/d t = w - wp. McDuff takes /3 = f Jdp2 + X where X is obtained 
by integrating w along the geodesic emanating from xe. Precisely, let +T : S2n-1 -+ P 
be the map y -+ (T, y), where (r, y) E (0, oo) x S2n-1 are geodesic polar coordinates on 
P - (x0) and let d denote the radial vector field d/dr. Define X by 
i$;x = 
J 
’ 4;(8 J w)ds 
A(8) = 0”. 
Then dX = w. Let X, be a vector G-orthogonal to T,Q. Then X, = (&)*v for some 
v E S2+l and some T E (0, co), and 
X(X,) = 
J 
’ 4% (&)*v)ds. 
0 
The vector field I&‘, %f (4s)* v is a Jacobi field. Since We = 0 and W, = X, is G- 
orthogonal to Q then WS(q) _& Q for all 0 < s < T and q E Q. Therefore JWS(q) IG 
Q since J preserves TQ because Q is a complex submanifold. 8 is tangent to the 
geodesics on P emanating from x0. Thus because Q is totally geodesic d(q) E TgQ for 
all q E Q. Then we have that w(d, Ws) = 0 for all s E [0, r]. Therefore X(X,) = 0 for 
all X, _l_G TgQ. It follows that p(X) = 0 for all X E (TQ)‘G. Now if we denote by 
(a, .)t the norm associated to rt, (i.e. (X, Y)t = rt(X, JY)) we have that (Ut, X)t = 0 
for all X E (TQ) ‘G. Hence by Proposition 2.2 that TQ’G = TQ’” for all t E [0, I]. 
Therefore ut is tangent to Q for all t E [O,l]. 0 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 we prove 
Proposition 2.4. The Liouville vector field [, is tangent to &. 
Proof. Observe that dp2(X) = J(&, J 4(X) = ~,(~,, JX) = (Ep,X),. Lemma 
2.1 implies that (&,,X), = 0 f or all X G-orthogonal to Q. Hence by Proposition 2.2 
(tp, X) = 0 for all X G-orthogonal to Q. •i 
Example 2.5. Consider lR4 with the metric G given by the Cartesian product of the 
Poincare metric on Ilk2 with the standard metric on R2. Construct @ : (R4, w) + (iR4, LJO) 
as above with $0 = (0). Note that the rays through the origin are totally geodesic 
isotropic submanifolds of (R4, G), h owever they are not mapped by @ onto rays in 
(R4,wn). For the rays in (]w4,wn) are the integral curves of the Liouville vector field to, 
therefore [ = O;l& is a Liouville field on (R4,w). But it is easy to see that in (R4,w) 
no Liouville vector field points in the direction of the rays. 
3. The isotropic case 
In the previous example the symplectomorphism @-’ fails to preserve the property 
of being totally geodesic. Consequently to deal with the case of a totally geodesic 
isotropic submanifold we consider the distance function to the submanifold rather than 
the distance to a point in the submanifold, i.e. this time p(z) = dist(z, Q). 
The procedure to construct the symplectomorphism is the same two steps method as 
before. The argument which McDuff used in [5] g oes through without essential change 
to show that if Q is isotropic then (P,Q, ) w is symplectomorphic to (P, Q, wp). So we 
do not include it here. 
On the other hand the second step of the proof, the construction of &, depends on 
a linearization result proved in [3] and on Proposition 3.1. In the case where Q is a 
point McDuff uses a Sternberg linearization theorem [lo] and when Q is a Lagrangian 
submanifold she uses a linearization result of Nagano [9]. In the general case these the- 
orems do not apply. Nevertherless, in [3] we showed that although zero is an eigenvalue 
of the associated linear part of the vector field &, and the non-zero eigenvalues are 
in resonance tp admits a C”-linearizing conjugation along Q. The conjugation is the 
identity on Q. 
The following proposition characterizes the standard symplectic form on IRON. Con- 
sider in (E%2n, R”) the Liouville vector field 
for the standard symplectic form 00 where (. . .zi . . . , . . .yj . . . , . . . xT . . . , . . . ys . . .); 
i,j = l)...) k, T,S = /k+ l)...) n are global Darboux coordinates adapted to the 
foliation tangent to the Liouville vector field <. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let 1 -C K < CO then any CK-symplectic form a on iR2n for which 
the vector field C is Liouville, is difleomorphic to the standard symplectic form wo by 
a difleomorphism which is the identity on &o = {yj = xT = yS = 0} = R”. 
Proof. Let us denote by C#Q the flow generated by c. Let p be a point with coordinates 
p= (...xi . ..)... yj .“,“’ xT . . . , . . .ys . . .). Then 
&(p) = (. . .xi .. . , . . .etyj . . . , . . .e4xT.. . , . . .eiy" . , .) (*) 
Thus #Q preserves each term dxi A dxj, dx’ A dyi, etc. in the expression of a with 
respect to these coordinates, so that we can consider each of these terms separately. 
Note also that because C is Liouville for a its flow ~$t satisfies 
4: a = eta. 
We now claim: 
(**) 
1. The coefficients of dxi A dyj; dx’ A dyS; dxT A dxS; dy’ A dy” in a are constant 
along the orbits of &. Therefore since a\~ = ~01~ they are equal to those of wu. 
Proof: By (*) we have that 
&(adxi A dyj)(p) = a(&(p))dxi A d(etyj) 
= e”a(&(p))dxi A dyj 
and (**) implies 4;(adxi A dyj)(p) = eta(p)dxi A dyj. Thus the coefficients in a of the 
term dxi A dyj are constant along the flow dt as claimed. Similarly for the coefficients 
of the other terms. 0 
2. The coefficients of dyi A dyj; dyj A dx’ and dyJ A dy” equal zero. 
Proof: Assume by contradiction that a term of the form dy” A dy’ has non-zero 
coefficients. Then by (*) we have 
$,*(ady’ A dyi)(p) = a(#+(p)>d(e”yj) A d(cty’) 
= e2ta(&(p))dyj A dx’ 
but (**) implies &(adyj A dy’)(p) = eta(p)dyj A dyi. It follows that a(&(p)) = e-la(p), 
so that it blows up as t goes to -co. Since &(p) tends to a point of & as t goes to 
-oo, this is not allowed. Therefore these coefficients must equal zero. Cl 
A similar argument shows 
3. The coefficients of dxi A dx’ and of dxi A dy” satisfy a(&(p)) = et12a(p) and the 
ones corresponding to dxi A dxj satisfy a(q$(p)) = eta(p). Consequently we can write 
W = WO + C Ai,d Xi A dx’ + C Bi,dxi A dy’ + C Cijdxi A dxj 
where: 
&(h(P)) = et’2Ar(p) 
Bi, (h(p)> = et’2& (PI 
Cij(&(P)) = etCij(P) 
i,j= l,...,k 
r=k+l,...,n (* * *> 
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Recall that a is assumed to be closed. An easy calculation shows that wn = wz so that 
a is always nondegenerate. In fact each rt = wu + t(w - wu), t E [0, l] also satisfies 
the equation r? = wg. Thus we can apply Moser’s method to the family of symplectic 
forms rt, t E [O,l]. If we take 
p = ( J (a -w) = x(x ;(x’A;, + Y’.&))dz” = xPidzi 
i T i 
then it = a - w = do. Let 
Ut = c(ai$ t b”$) t c(aT& + bT$) 
i T 
be the vector field that the method provides (i.e. ut J rt = -/3). From 
- 
cp ;dsi = aidyi $ [t(-Ai, aT - Bi,b’ - C;ja’ + Cj;a’) - bi]dzi 
- (b’ - tA;jai)dzT + (ar + tB;,ai)dyr 
we get ai = 0 which implies ar = b’ = 0. Hence bi = ,D; and /3 = 0 on Q. It remains to 
show that the uL~ is in effect complete. For this purpose, if z = (xi, yj, xT, y”) we consider 
]]z]] = max(Jzi], ]yj], ]zT], ]y’]). By (*) we have 4_t(z) = (xi, emtyj, emtj2xT, e-t/2yr) 
and by (* * *) AiT = e”‘“AiT($-t(z)) and Bz~(z) = e”‘2BiT(4-t(Z)). Then 
=e t C( Jj xTAT + yrBi,)(4_t(z)) 
T 
= etPe(4-t(z)). 
Consider the orbit z(t) = (& yj,~$, yl) of ut through z(0) = (xb, y&z:, y:). We 
claim that there are constants lir and 1<2, depending on the orbit, such that 
],&(z(t))],< K2 ]]z]] t Ii’1 for all z(t) = (xi, y,“, xi, yt), where Ii2 = max ],&I on points 
where ]yf] < max(1, IX;]) and Ir’r = max ]/?e] on the set S = {(& yi,xT, y”) with 
lY% WI, lYTl < 11. 
Since ut involves only the a/ayj, if masly:] < max(1, ]xb]) there is nothing to 
prove. For any other point z(t) = (zk,y_Z,xL, yg) on the orbit, ]]z(t)]] = maxj ]yi] and 
for some r d.+(z(t)) = (~b,e-~yi, e-7/2zL,e-7/2y6) belongs to the compact set S. 
Therefore ]Pe($_T(z(t))] 6 K2e7, Ve = 1,. . .,k. By hypothesis 3j E (1,. . .,I<} such 
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that Ilz(t)ll = lyjl > lyfl for 1 < i < Ic. We may take r to be such that e-‘lyil = 1, i.e. 
$+(t)) E S. H ence IIz(t)ll = lyil = e7. Therefore I/3e(z)l < Kallz(t)ll as required. It 
follows that ut is complete. Therefore it can be integrated to a one-parameter family 
of diffeomorphisms & such that &+rt = wg. Hence $,Ta = w. 0 
Construction of @2. As in the Lagrangian case one can show that the vector field tp, 
defined by Ep _I wp = -3 Jdp2, integrates to a complete flow on P. The l-jet of Ep at 
any point q of & is 
where zj = XC~ + i yj, j = 1,. . . , n are complex normal coordinates about the point 
q E Q, chosen so that TgQ = {n,“=k+l Ker dxj} n {ny=, Ker dyj}. 
We showed in [3] that for any integer Ir’ 2 0 the Liouville vector field E,, is C”- 
conjugate to its linear part < along Q, for convenience we take K > 1. Because tp is 
complete this local conjugacy may be extended to a CK-diffeomorphism from P to 
R2n, which pushes tp forward to C. Then wp is pushed forward to a C”-l symplectic 
form a, for which (’ is a Liouville field. Note that this diffeomorphism is C” on Q. 
By Proposition 3.1 w is diffeomorphic to wg by a diffeomorphism preserving the linear 
subspace Qo. Hence wp is symplectomorphic to wg by a C”-‘-diffeomorphism 9 that 
takes the submanifold Q into the linear subspace &o = R’. To complete the proof of 
Theorem 1.4 we show that indeed 
Proposition 3.2. There exists a COO-difSeomorphism a2 from P to IR2n which pushes 
forward wp to wg taking the isotropic submanifold & into some isotropic linear subspace 
IR”. 
Proof. We can choose a diffeomorphism @ arbitrary close to 9 in the fine CK-topology, 
i.e. given S = S(X) > 0 there exists 3 such that llDjv(x) - Dj@(x)ll < S(x) for any 
j =o,..., Ir’ (see [4,8]). @ pushes wp forward to a C”-symplectic form i3 on R2n. Since 
VisC” on & 3 can be chosen to be equal to v on Q. 
Moreover given t = E(Y) there exists 6 = 6(z) such that if @ is a S-approximation to 
y then @-’ is an t-approximation to q. Thus since lli3-woII < llwpl) llD’~-l -D’$-1()2 
and wp is bounded we can make II i3 - wo(I < E. Let rt = wg + t(i3 - WO), t E [O,l]. It 
follows from a straight forward calculation that [it]” # 0 for all t E [O,l]. Therefore 
all the rt are not degenerate. Hence we can apply Moser’s method to the family of 
symplectic forms rt. If we take 
p(x) = J,+’ ($ J (G - wo,) dt, 
where d/dr is the radial vector field on R2n. Then it = i3 - wg = d,B and if E < l/2 
then II/3(z)ll < $r(x). Solving the equation Ut J rt = -,f3 we obtain a family of vector 
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fields ut, t E [0, 11. Then we have that ut J wg = /3 - (q J t(G - ~0)). Therefore 
j/W]] = ]]P - (% J $6 - wo>lj 
< IIPII + 4lQll 7 v’t E [o, 11. 
Thus (1 - 4ll4 < IIPII, th is implies that ]]u~]] < l/(1 - c)]],O]] < 2]]/3]] since E 6 l/2. 
Hence ]]Ut]] = O(T). C onsequently the vector field ut that Moser’s method provides 
is complete, thus it can be integrated to a family of diffeomorphisms $,t such that 
$3-t = we. 
Since y]& = @Is, then $3 takes Q into the linear subspace Qe. It is also easy to check 
that the family of vector fields ut is tangent to Qc = R”, therefore each ?jt takes Qe 
into itself. Let @z = $,1l o $3. Hence 
$2 : (P,Q,qJ + (~2n,~k,~o) 
isaC” -diffeomorphism which pushes forward wP into we and takes the isotropic sub- 
manifold Q into the linear subspace R”. 0 
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